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 Insights, struggles and joys are recounted vividly in a frank and humorous method. His early school years
had been difficult, as although he's shiny and articulate, his behaviour could possibly be challenging and
conveniently misread. After his analysis, the Local Education Table intervened and offered him with a laptop,
to encourage him expressing himself. This book is the result. He includes a warm and positive attitude to
Asperger Syndrome which various other children will see inspiring. He's in a distinctive position to describe a
few of the inner encounters and perceptions of autism in childhood.Kenneth Hall was diagnosed with
Asperger Syndrome at age eight.Kenneth Hall was diagnosed with Asperger Syndrome at the age of eight.
His book is for anyone interested in understanding more about autism, including parents, siblings, teachers
and professionals.
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Parents MUST READ! I read this book in a single sitting, and enjoyed every second of it. A very important
factor I am certain of is that, when the time comes comes to have "The Talk" with my child, when he
expresses an interest in knowing what makes him (and me) so different from other folks, this will be
among the first assets to which I turn. In reality, I may approach the original process by reading this
book aloud jointly.This boy, Kenneth, does a wonderful job of explaining his emotions and struggles as he
works very, very difficult at producing his life (and everyone else's) better. He functions hard, and he
frankly shares his experiences, good and bad. He wonders if his objective in life will be to help others like
himself, and when it is, he's already made good improvement. I am not really Christian, but I came across
his sense of God and the wonders of the world around him to be quite moving, and his feeling of justice and
ethics to end up being very good for such a kid.I think that is a wonderful reserve; He describes his
behavior system where he says he provides learned to break tasks down into a sequence of techniques in
order to follow through rather than lose his place. I wish I had acquired this publication when I was 8!
Before reading this book, my daughter would never discuss her Asperger's with me. She'd discuss it with my
hubby, but not really me. And the ones are valuable types he should be proud of, where I came across he is
not a dropout! When she was 3 years old, I met with her teacher to discuss her 'quirks' and begun to
realize that she match the Aspie profile. After my initial shock and grief, I understood that the labels are

only as damaging once we let them end up being, plus they can be helpful, once we found many assets for
parenting a quirky child. We weren't alone; other parents had carried out this.. She knows she's different,
but placing a name to the difference and understanding that she's not alone in the difference makes it
easier to deal with. excellent It's nice to learn about it from a different perspective and gives me wish and
it's nice to relate to somebody.Only 4 stars because since Kenneth lives in England, many of the resources
open to him are not applicable to people in the US, and it is challenging for my daughter to comprehend that
fact. Five Stars Good resource. How great it would have already been had this reserve existed a generation
ago.)Have nice concepts and gives you a broad perspective of several of the common issues a person with
autism might encounter within their lives.Kenneth Hall is her hero, and she wants to write a book just like
he did when she gets to the ripe old age of ten. great book! The book is basically stream-of-awareness
writing from a kid who will perseverate on several favorite topics (as children with Asperger's are inclined
to do! This reserve helped my child come compared to that same realization.. It can help me as my males
just recently diagnosed as AS Terrible This book was a tremendous disapointment. Ridiculous. Since Kenneth
could write about himself and his published book turned out to market well, I bet actually NT's must have
been surprised at Kenneth's composing skills therefore am I! Other than that - save your valuable money. -
computer skills, maths, reading books,and playing the guitar!Hats off to Kenneth Hall, his gifts of natural
expression, fun and creativity and creativity. Kenneth Hall, the young man who wrote it provides a candid
inside look at of Asperger's Syndrome or AS. AS is a neurological condition that's on the Autism spectrum.A
brilliant young man, Kenneth Hall discusses his early school experiences; I love just how he describes the
jokes he pulls and the games he enjoys. his sensitivity to loud noises and tastes; his heightened sensory
settings and his loving family members. I love his sense of humor. one that ought to be go through by the
teachers, caregivers, siblings, and most importantly, parents of AS children. his current home schooling
curriculum and individuals he works with;This gifted young man is truly a gift. Positive Spin on Asperger's
from a Child's Perspective This was an extremely charming book written by a young AS boy. A spectrum
condtion rather than a mental illness, Asperger's Syndrome is frequently considered "undefined distinctions"
and several persons with AS aren't diagnosed. This book provides good apparent explanations and

descriptions of it. Nice book: ) Really easy to read Nice book :) Quite simple to learn, even for an ELL
(English language Learner) ; My daughter will right now talk about Asperger's with me. I must say i do.
Kenneth Hall includes a positive outlook on his AS, which is ideal for anyone who's just been diagnosed also to
the family members of the lately diagnosed, because the positive outlook shows that AS isn't all bad, and is



not a loss of life sentence, or perhaps a fate of doom. His deep spirituality and his acceptance of himself all
speak to wish, empowerment and a confident face on Asperger's. I can't recommend this highly enough.
Autism/Asperger's themselves won't end for the rest of our lives, though. I recommend this book to
anyone with AS, parents, educators and to anyone who would like to learn about the problem. Great Book
Helps with focusing on how a kid with Aspergers or autism thinks. A little disappointing I am the mother or
father of a 10 calendar year old child with Asperger's syndrome, and purchased this book in the hope that
my son could read it and identify with the author and know that there are other kids out now there "like
him". Kenneth - Incredibly Smart Guy Actually, I have by no means seen such a good boy who could write
about his own autism/Asperger's(a/A). In those times He still had difficulties in what society had expected
of him such as handwriting, fussy diet, poor sleeping, and so forth. Brenda Boyd, Kenneth's mother tried
harder to raise her a/A kid than most parents raised kids. However, I have to admit he offers some
splendid talents most NT's might miss. ASPERGER'S WITH A TWIST I really like this book. Now she will. A
waste of the small amount of time it takes to read - if you don't are an ABA instructor and need to
examine something to build your ego. Today Kenneth Hall is just about 20, I assume he has gotten over
most of his bad a/A traits by ABA(=Applied Behavior Evaluation) because of Brenda and various other
carers. Kenneth has a very shifting faith in God, and he has morals and a sense of justice which are

advanced for a ten-year-old boy. May help with another form of discipline/encouragement that may help
motivate. While I knew going into it that was compiled by a 10 calendar year old, I really expected that
more substantial editorial or at least parental guidance had gone into the final product. A very good book to
comprehend how AS kid think .) So- even though it's an excellent effort from a child- it was a lot like
reading a kid's "Write an essay about who you are" record for 5th grade Language Arts course. Also, the
truth that the writer is Irish resulted in some vocabulary distinctions and cultural references that would
be difficult for my literal-minded child to decode. Therefore, by the finish of the book I was disappointed
that it didn't offer our family what I hoped it would, but also experienced the impression and Kenneth and
his family members are extraordinary people and desire them the very best.
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